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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Request for Additional Information

Attached are responses to NRC staff questions included in Request for Additional Information
(RAI) letter number 124 related to Combined License Application (COLA) Part 2, Tier 2
Chapter 19. The attachments contain the responses to the RAI questions listed below:

19.01-1 19.01-5 19.01-9
19.01-2 19.01-6 19.01-10
19.01-3 19.01-7 19.01-11
19.01-4 19.01-8 19.01-12

The response to RAI 19.01-11 modifies the response to RAI 02.04.04-9, supplement 1, contained
in letter U7-C-STP-NRC-090012, dated 2/23/2009.

When a change to the COLA is indicated, the change will be incorporated into the next routine
revision of the COLA following NRC acceptance of the RAI response.

There are no commitments in-this letter.

If you have any questions regarding these RAI responses, please contact me at (361) 972-7136,
or Bill Mookhoek at (361) 972-7274.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on - 7(2-3/-

Scott Head
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
South Texas Project Units 3 & 4
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RAI 19.01-1

QUESTION

Section 19.3.1.1 of the STP FSAR, Revision 2, in support of meeting the requirement, of
10 CFR 52.79(a)(46) pertaining to the plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), states
the following: "In order to verify that the Subsection 19D.3 remains bounding for the STP 3 and
4, loss of offsite power and power recovery data from NUREG/CR-6890 (Reference 19.3-8) was
also evaluated. Industry composite data in NUREG/CR 6890 was used, which conservatively
bounds the experience for the STP site. This evaluation verified that the overall risk impact of
grid events at STP is bounded by the original Subsection 19D analysis."

The staff requests that the applicant describe the quantitative information used to determine that
the risk impact of loss of offsite power events at STP is bounded by the analysis in Subsection
19D of the referenced Design Control Document (DCD). Also, describe the impact of the plant-
specific loss of offsite power and power recovery data on the DCD PRA results and insights.

RESPONSE

A sensitivity analysis comparing the ABWR loss of offsite power results, including initiating
event frequency and recovery data, to similar area specific data in NUREG/CR-6890 was
performed for COLA Rev. 0 and reperformed using the reconstituted PRA model of the ABWR.
Using the data from NUREG/CR-6890 for ERCOT, there is a decrease in core damage frequency
from loss of offsite power initiating events, which confirms the frequency estimates for the loss
of offsite power events, including specific causes such as a severe storm, used in SSAR
Subsection 19D.3.1.2.4 are bounding for the STP 3 and 4 site. There is no change to the PRA
results or insights described in the DCD as a result of this sensitivity analysis. The detailed
sensitivity analysis is available on site for staff review. The table below presents a comparison
of the input data for the loss of offsite power sensitivity analysis against the, original data in
SSAR Appendix 19D.3.

Table-I, Loss of Offsite Power Initiating Event Frequencies

Original
Frequency (Iyr) Updated
Table 19D.3-1 Frequency

Basic Event Name Duration of the Loss of Power (SSAR) (lyr)
Included as part of transients - not modeled
separately Less than 30 minutes 0.0579 0.0208

TE2 30 minutes to 2 hours 0.0246 0.0088
TE8 Two hours to 8 hours 0.0158 0.0057
TEO Greater than 8 hours 0.0017 0.00061

TE Total Frequency forLoss of Offsite Power 0.1(1) 0.0359

Note
(1) The frequency, 0.1, represents a upper 90% confidence bound for loss of offsite power frequency, which

was used in the ABWR SSAR Loss of Offsite Power evaluations.

STI 32495812
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The COLA will be revised to clarify the use of the NUREG/CR-6890 loss of offsite power data
and the results of the sensitivity analysis.

Tier 2 Subsections 19.2.3.2 and 19.2.3.3 will be incorporated by reference with no departures or
supplements, as shown below:

19.2.3.2 F1i9.3.Pr.owilbeei sd an- s wEAn elo

Theinfn~tonin this zulbsectioni of the- r-eefeiieeA~BI PGD is inot-!4oi-ýat~di ef
with the following site specii spplement iasfreqyation. _en

The topea edfeq s of offite ptente fiequeiatr has been i se mented to bed updated
ifafen jespecifie daa n tlzdi ael~n PRA eitputs to use in~,asesi

&analy~sis o opratingpan caaonfrnc 9 31. Tinreuen cy oftasienvts is audesigntrequeirmnt prescribead insgthe Advned Lig tiWater Recton A R eurmnsDcmn

Q.e..3 enitiaticg. Apident Events

Inotde t oe fverifing Site Specific Stiopln1 . iHr.matioun
The expected les of offvite Poae from _UAE haCR-8n9 SupplemenceP 1.6 tas also edaluated

.Aid Ineuptco dataa in cUREalu n P9 o tp use i.
se Ti resuvltsin ifht ( e o rctidued Up thpehcewith _ _

Subsection 19.3.1.1 will be revised as shown below:

19.3.1.1 Accident Initiators

The following site-specific supplement addresses frequency of initiating events.

The totaifrequency of transient initiators used in these evaluations is based upon a 1985
analysis of operating plant data (Reference 19.3-1). The frequency of transients is a design
requirement prescribed in the Advanced Light Water Reactor (AL WR) Requirements Document
(Reference 19.3-2). Apportioning of the expected transient frequency by initiating event was
done on the basis of historical electrical grid and B WR performance data as described in
Subsection 19D.3.

In order to verify that the Subsection 1 9D.3 remains bounding for the STP 3 & 4, loss of offsite
power and power recovery data from NUREG/CR-6890 (Reference 19.3-8) was also evaluated
in a sensitivity s~tudy. Industry composite data in NUREG/CR 6890 for the,,njergyjRe iabilitv.
.Cuncilof Tex~as (ERCEOT) was used, which conservatively bounds the experience for the STP
site. This evaluation verified that the overall risk impact of grid events at STP is bounded by the
original Subsection 1 9D analysis.
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And finally, Subsection 19.9.6 will be revised, as shown below:

19.9.6 Confirmation of Loss of AC Power Event

The following site-specific supplement addresses COL License Information Item 19.6.

The site-specific frequency estimate for the loss of AC power event (Subsection 19D.3.1.2.4) is
complete. The assessment addressed site-specific parameters such as specific causes (e.g., a
severe storm) of the loss of power, and their impact on a timely recovery of AC power using dataro UREG/CR.-6890 for th&EiEngReiabilit-iouncil of Texas, (ERCOT) This evaluation

verified that the overall risk impact of grid events at STP is bounded by the original Subsection
19D analysis.
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RAI 19.01-2

QUESTION

In Section 19R.4.4 ("Control Building") of the STP FSAR, Revision 2, the set of assumptions for
the "worst case" control building flood is presented twice with each having a different
assumption for pipe length between the ultimate heat sink and the RCW/RSW room. The staff
requests that the applicant clarify in the STP FSAR the assumptions for the "worst case" control
building flood.

RESPONSE

These errors in Revision 2 will be corrected in the next routine revision of the COLA. The
corrected text is included below.

19R.4.4 Control Building

STPDEP 1;9R..

4 for thz RSXtpUI Iit HT

Yhe RCW/SWroomnscontaintwofsetso ve`s ety grad level sensors, inawoout
offour logic.. Theft"st set is located at 0.4 nmters fiom theifoerlandior s, intei'nd' toalert
'the control roomi operator inioestitgate foqr he presence ofwater in the RCW/RSJ
rooms. The second set of sensors are. located at L 5 meters and informs the 4cont'r6l'oonm
•perators that a serious condition existsý that needs" immediate, attention. In addition, the
upper level sensors trip the RSWpumps~andcloserundant supplyside motor operated
isolation valves, in the RSW system of the affected division. Reduidant motor-o erated
Salv ingis•provided to ensure that the UHS-basin water does not6 gravt drain'to, the
control buildingi

A4nti siphon eapability, (c.g., vacuum breakers-, air breaks) is included to prevent
continued flooding in the event tMat the RSW pump is tripped but the isolation valves d
flet elose-.Figure 19R-2 depicts the RSW system. Given that the pumps have tripped,
actuation of the ani ohen, -redundant automatic isolation capability will terminate the
flood The ABWR UHS cannot gravity drain into the control building.

From the above, it is concluded that the only flooding concern in the control building is a
leak in the RSW system that threatens the RCW system motors in the RCW/RSW rooms. If
the upper level sensor alarms, it is a clear indication of a major RSW system leak in the
RCW/RSW room.

The following assumptions are used in this "worst case " control building flood:
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(4) Thie ultiate heat 4ink (11'1)YPM- iN t J4aitionihigher than the eonr

RSW sys tem to !he hRGW/RS14 roomsi 1.SPOSS/b'l

(2)' TherO 1'isH 0 t MaxMm Of 4000. meter-s Qofýp (-2000 ea'HC44F rSifply'dl i-detHrn)
betweJtw the UHS and the RCW/VRSW room wihit~h eaivbe- di~shar~ged t h
.Kt ;4-40;" Tx.Ni' o~iJf f~t(V4fl pump trip.

. ......T.. size ...... R• SW 5ra is abou •103,e.>•n 2 -(16 hin Aer A...A. W.58.2

adii BTP IE'B.31

(4-):ANo epet-

HFFHFN inq the RJ/S

4tfr action was Y ssumed~t

~eJ rnl~bi~ildingflo9 d q~

(A ý leak oeew-s. inthe RGW/RN W oom ~ii ith !e Wfmjrnngadjh
4o)wer.lves o alarms- at' 0.4 1Mette*,,

02 The water level contMinues trieadraethe high level sensoir. TheRs J
pump i!he leaking divisioi are tripp1td tit 1'. 5 mneter-s.

144Wtrer flows inito the RGIVRSW '(Ognifr~iiI ile 4000 meicrs, ofRSW-Pipe
oiiigotside the~ control buziin~hg.

(4 roitae-la'& h,1ovioom aidnld onh(oit tiiso f RCW7 is qffteteW

(-1J) The ultimate heat sink (UHS) is at an elevation higher than the control
building RCW/RSW rooms such that draining siph•ihg of UHS water through the
RSW system to the RCW/RSW rooms is possible.

(62) There is a maximum approximately of5 804009 meters ofpipe (270 m2000
eac-h for supply and 310 m return) between the UHS and RCW/RSW room which
can be discharged to RCW/RSW room following RSW pump trip.

2 2(73) The size of the RSW crack is about 103 cm (16 in2) per ANSI/ANS-58. 2 and
BTP MEB 3-1.

('84) The leak occurs in the RCW/RSW room.

(95) No operator action was assumed.
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The results of this "worst case" control buildingflood are:

(1) A leak occurs in the RCW/RSW room with the RSW pump running and the
lower level sensor alarms at 0. 4 meters.

(2) The water level continues to rise and reaches the high level sensor. The RSW
pumps in the leaking division are tripped and redundant supply isolation valves
are automatically isolated at 1.5 meters.

(3) Water flows into the RCW/RSW room from the 4000580 meters of RSW pipe
outside the control building.

(4) No water leaves the flooded room and only one division of RCW is affected
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RAI 19.01-3

QUESTION

Section 19R.4.6 ("RSW Pump House") of the STP FSAR, Revision 2, states "The results of this
'worst case' RSW pump house flood are: (1) A leak occurs in the RSW pump room and the lower
level sensor alarms at 0.4 meters." The results for this "worst case" RSW pump house flood
appears to be incomplete. The staff requests that the applicant provide additional information on
the results for this "worst case" RSW pump house flood (e.g., With no operator action, the water
level continues to rise and reaches the high level sensor. The RSW pumps in the leaking division
are tripped and redundant supply isolation valves are automatically isolated at 1.5 meters.).

RESPONSE

The last paragraph in supplemental Subsection 19R.4.6 "RSW Pump House" of Appendix 19R
will be corrected in the next routine revision of the COLA to provide complete information as
shown below:

The results of this "worst case" RSW pump house flood are:

(1) A leak occurs in the RSW pump room and the lower level sensor alarms at 0.4
meters.

(2ffTh\\a6er el coninuesYto se andi reahsts

pupjn te keakipg division are.tripped at 1.5ý eters.

03) WVater flows Hto the'RSW ro-froiim the UIS:

('4) ~No \\ tter, leav es the flooded divisioniiuntil it exits the HVAC supply and re~tur at
•the rodlf of'the RSW p)mM house. Only•.a singledivisio of RSW and ECCS is

From te abo.vit is onldd that there aretno fdingflo concernsin tlie RSW IpuMP
house because most sources ofAwater aredeither not large enough or leak at sriall Ienough
rate that no equipment damagecould rea isonbyoccr The only potenti~al% 7atcr source
of con;ern is the RS'Wsystem and only onedivisn of RS•wouldg •fted The
reactor could be brouýght to ,safe shutdown_ ,using ef &iipment f divisions.
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RAI 19.01-4

QUESTION

The departures that were considered in the internal events PRA (e.g., STD DEP TI 2.4-3, STD
DEP Ti 3.4-1, STD DEP 8.3-1, STP DEP 9.2-5, and STD DEP 19.3-1) can impact the plant-
specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for reactor building flooding in Section 19R.5
("Probabilistic Flood Assessment") of the STP FSAR, Revision 2. For example, these departures
can impact the failure probabilities associated with the top events for bringing reactor to safe
shutdown condition in the reactor building flooding event trees (refer to Figures 19R- 11 to 19R-
13 in the ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report). Also, Section 19R.5 did not provide the
plant-specific core damage frequency (CDF) for reactor building flooding. 10 CFR 52.79(a)(46)
states that a combined license (COL) application must contain an FSAR that includes a
description of the plant-specific PRA and its results. In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.206,
Section C.I.19, Appendix A explains what the results should include (e.g., CDF, significant core
damage sequences, importance measures, and etc.)

Therefore, the staff requests the applicant provide the plant-specific CDF value for internal
flooding of reactor building, and describe the risk impact that the departures have on these PRA
results (also provide necessary quantitative information that supports this description).

RESPONSE

RG 1.206 Section C.I.19 applies to COL applications that do not reference a design certification.
RG 1.206 Section C.III.I. 19 applies to COL applications, such as the application for STP Units 3
and 4, that reference a design certification. RG 1.206 Section C.III.I. 19 states "In cases where it
can be shown that assumptions in the certified design PRA (1) bound certain site-specific and
plant-specific parameters, and (2) do not have a significant impact on the PRA results and
insights, no change to the design certification PRA is necessary." As a result of the departures
discussed above, no significant changes to the ABWR PRA results have been identified by STP
using the guidance provided by RG 1.206, Section C.III.I. 19.

Since the departures listed do not significantly affect the PRA results referenced in the ABWR
DCD as described in COLA Chapters 19.3 and 19.4, no update to the PRA for reactor building
flooding is required under RG 1.206.C.III.I. 19.

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 19.01-5

QUESTION

Departure STD DEP 10.4-2 increased the number of circulating water pumps to four. This can
impact the plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for turbine building flooding in
Section 19R.5.3 ("Turbine Building") of the STP FSAR, Revision 2. For example, this departure
can impact the failure probabilities associated with top events "PTRIP" and "VCLOSE" in the
turbine building flooding event tree (refer to Figure 19R-8 "Turbine Building Flooding, High
PCHS" in the ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report). In addition, the departures that were
considered in the internal events PRA (e.g. TD DEP TI 2.4-3, STD DEP TI 3.4-1, STD DEP
8.3-1, STP DEP 9.2-5, and STD DEP 19.3-1) can impact the failure probabilities associated with
the top event for bringing reactor to safe shutdown condition in the turbine building flooding
event tree. Also, Section 19R.5.3 did not provide the plant-specific core damage frequency
(CDF) for turbine building flooding. 10 CFR 52.79(a)(46) states that a combined license (COL)
application must contain an FSAR that includes a description of the plant-specific PRA and its
results. In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.206, Section C.I. 19, Appendix A explains what the
results should include (e.g., CDF, significant core damage sequences, importance measures, and
etc.).

Therefore, the staff requests the applicant provide the plant-specific CDF value for internal
flooding of turbine building, and describe the risk impact that the departures have on these PRA
results (also provide necessary quantitative information that supports this description).

RESPONSE

The response of the plant to failure in a main circulating water piping assumed that even if
automatic protection did not work, the water would exit the turbine building through the truck
doors. From DCD Appendix 19R. 1:

ab

"In the unlikely event this automatic protection fails and the operator fails to take any,
action, potential flood waters would still be prevented from reaching the service building.
Potential flood waters would be expected to exit the turbine building through the non-
watertight truck entrance door."

Increasing the number of circulating water pumps does not affect the level setpoints at which the
circulating water pumps trip and the pump isolation and condenser isolation valves close, or the
plant response to circulating water flooding event, therefore, as described in the COLA, there is
no change to the PRA results presented in DCD.

Top event PTRIP in the Turbine Building Flooding (High PCHS) event tree, SSAR Figure 19R-8
has no branch in the event tree for the High PCHS design because trip of the circulating water
pumps does not stop circulating water flow and is therefore unaffected by the number of
circulating water pumps in the circulating water system. Top event VCLOSE is also unaffected
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by the changes associated with STP DEP 10.4-2. The function modeled by VLCOSE includes
the. condenser isolation valves, one for each condenser element, and the circulating water pump
isolation valves. The value presented in Figure 19R-8, 1.2E-03, as derived from the data
presented in SSAR Table 19R-4, represents failure of one of three isolation valves (condenser
isolation valves) and common cause failure with any of the pump isolation valves, represented
by the beta factor of Table 19R-4. There is no change to the modeling of the Turbine Building
Flooding event tree presented in Figure 19R-8 of the SSAR.

The other departures identified above do not significantly affect the PRA results referenced in
the ABWR DCD as described in COLA Chapters 19.3 and 19.4, so no update to the PRA for
turbine building flooding is required under Regulatory Guide 1.206.C.III.I. 19.

RG 1.206 Section C.I. 19 Appendix A applies to COL applications that do not reference* a design
certification. COL applications, such as the application for STP Units 3 and 4, that reference a
design certification are subject to RG 1.206 Section C.III.I. 19. That section states: "In cases
where it can be shown that assumptions in the certified design PRA (1) bound certain site-
specific and plant-specific parameters, and (2) do not have a significant impact on the PRA
results and insights, no change to the design certification PRA is necessary." No significant
changes to the PRA results for the ABWR have been identified by STP using the guidance
provided by RG 1.206, Section C.III.I. 19.

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 19.01-6

QUESTION

Departure STD DEP 9.2-5 increased the RSW flow rate per pump from 1800 m^3/h to 3290
m^3/h and increased RSW pipe sizes. This can impact the plant-specific probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) for control building flooding in Section 19R.5.4 ("Control Building") of the
STP FSAR, Revision 2. For example, this departure can impact the timing associated with
operator actions in top events "OPACT1 ", "OPACT2" and "OPACT3" in the event tree for
control building flooding due to RSW line break (refer to Figure 19R-9 "RSW Control Building
Flood" in the ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report). In addition, the departures that were
considered in the internal events PRA (e.g., STD DEP TI 2.4-3, STD DEP TI 3.4-1, STD DEP
8.3-1, STP DEP 9.2-5, and STD DEP 19.3-1) can impact the failure probabilities associated with
the top events for bringing reactor to safe shutdown condition in the control building flooding
event trees. Also, Section 19R.5.4 did not provide the plant-specific core damage frequency
(CDF) for control building flooding due to RSW line and fire water system breaks. 10 CFR
52.79(a)(46) states that a combined license (COL) application must contain an FSAR that
includes a description of the plant-specific PRA and its results. In addition, Regulatory Guide
1.206, Section C.I. 19, Appendix A explains what the results should include (e.g., CDF,
significant core damage sequences, importance measures, and etc.).

Therefore, the staff requests the applicant provide the plant-specific CDF values for internal
flooding of control building due to RSW line and fire water system breaks, and describe the risk'
impact that the departures have on these PRA results (also provide necessary quantitative
information that supports this description).

RESPONSE

RG 1.206, Section C.I. 19 applies to the STP PRA for any significant differences as a result of
changes to the certified design. No significant changes to the PRA results have been identified
using the guidance provided by RG 1.206, Section C.III.I. 19 therefore RG 1.206, Section C.I. 19
does not apply to the STP COLA, and STP is required to use the design certification PRA in
accordance with 10 CFR 52.79(d)(1).

The departures listed do not significantly affect the PRA results described in the DCD, as
described in Chapter 19.3, so no change to control building flooding from these departures is
required under Regulatory Guide 1.206.C.III.I. 19.

RSW pump flow rates do not directly affect the computed leakage from the postulated RSW pipe
failure, as this leakage is based only on the operating pressure within the pipe, the pipe crack
size, and the volume of the RSW piping which contributes to the flood source. Larger pipe
diameters are offset by the reduced amount of piping associated with the redesigned RSW
system. Because the break size associated with the increased pipe diameter is bound by the size
assumed in the DCD, and the increased flow rate of the RSW pumps does not affect the flow rate
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out of the break, there is no significant effect on operator timing, and no change to PRA
described in the DCD. The revised water volume in the Control Building basement from the
RSW pipe failure described in Appendix 19R is approximately 6,500 ft3 (-184 m3 ), with
automatic isolation. This results in a water level of 7.6 ft. (-2.3 m), which is well below the 5 m
maximum of the RSW Design Description in Tier 1, Section 2.11.9. The lower result is due to
the significantly shorter length of RSW pipe that drains into the Reactor Cooling Water (RCW)
pump room from the RSW system following RSW train isolation and drain down.

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 19.01-7

QUESTION

Section 19R.5.6 ("RSW Pump House") of the STP FSAR, Revision 2, states "Unisolated breaks
in the fire water system could cause inter-divisional flooding since the RSW divisional
separation splits the RSW pump house into three, watertight compartments." However, Section
19R of the STP FSAR does not provide or describe a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for
internal flooding due to unisolated breaks in the fire water system in the RSW pump house. The
staff requests the applicant describe in the STP FSAR the PRA internal flooding analysis for this
scenario, or justify why it should not be included.

RESPONSE

Floods associated with fire water system leaks, piping failures and usage in the RSW pump
house are less significant than flood from the RSW piping as described in Appendix 19R.1 of the
COLA because of lower water flows and external water isolation capability. If analyzed, fire
water floods would be bound by the results of the RSW piping floods which are included in
Appendix 19R.

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI 19.01-8

QUESTION

Section 19R.5.6.1 ("RSW Line Breaks") of the STP FSAR, Revision 2, qualitatively describes
the plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for internal flooding due to reactor service
water (RSW) line breaks in the RSW pump house. 10 CFR 52.79(a)(46) states that a combined
license (COL) application must contain an FSAR that includes a description of the plant-specific
PRA and its results. In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.206, Section C.I. 19, Appendix A explains
what the results should include (e.g., core damage frequency, CDF, significant core damage
sequences, importance measures, and etc.).

Therefore, the staff requests the applicant provide the following information associated with the
plant-specific risk for internal flooding due to RSW line breaks in the RSW pump house:

- Total CDF for this internal flooding event,
- PRA significant accident sequences and their mean CDFs,
- Initiating event frequency estimation and its basis, and
- Top event failure probabilities and their basis.

Also, for this internal flooding event, explain where the PRA assumes the worst case pipe break
to occur (e.g., pipe break occurs downstream of the RSW pump discharge motor-operated valve,
pipe break occurs upstream of the RSW pump discharge motor-operated valve).

RESPONSE

COL applications, such as the application for STP Units 3 and 4, that reference a design
certification are subject to RG 1.206 Section C.III.I. 19. That section states: "In cases where it
can be shown that assumptions in the certified design PRA (1) bound certain site-specific and
plant-specific parameters, and (2) do not have a significant impact on the PRA results and
insights, no change to the design certification PRA is necessary." No significant changes to the
PRA results for the ABWR have been identified by 'STP using the guidance provided by RG
1.206, Section C.III.I.19.

Consistent with the DCD and Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR), a screening evaluation
was performed using the PRA information in Appendix 19R of the SSAR. This evaluation
resulted in a "very small change" in total CDF when compared to the SSAR internal events
results.

The results of the analysis will not be included in the STP 3&4 FSAR in order to maintain
consistency with the other internal flooding results discussed in the DCD, but are presented for
review by the staff:

Total CDF for this event from the screening assessment is 3.8E-08/yr
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PRA significant accident sequences: See the assessment included with this response on
the following pages.

Initiating event frequency estimation and its basis. The frequency, 1 E-02/yr, was
obtained from the ABWR SSAR Table 19R-3 as required by 1OCFR52.79(d)(1) and the
basis is as described in Appendix 19R of the SSAR.

Reliability data and conditional failure probabilities were obtained from the ABWR
SSAR, Table 19R-4 and Table 19R-5, as required by 1OCFR52.79(d)(1) and the basis is
as described in Appendix 19R of the SSAR.

The RSW pump house flood was analyzed assuming an unisolable break upstream of the
pump discharge MOVs.

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.
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MI. Screening Analysis

Assumptions

The following assumptions are used in the screening evaluation for the RSW pump house
internal flood.

1 Sump level sensors. Two sets of sensors are provided, sump sensors and floor
sensors. Sensors are arranged such that inadvertent isolation signals are
minimized, but valid high-high level signals will be received.

2 Automatic isolation of MOVs on receipt of a high-high RSW pump room level
signal.

3 Watertight doors seal both ways. There are four watertight doors between the
three divisions, two at the pump room level and two at the electrical equipment
room level.

4 Watertight doors are alarmed if not closed at a security alarm station. The doors
are alarmed in the Control Room if not dogged closed.

5 Control building flood frequency is similar to RSW pump house flood frequency.
The frequency of Control Building floods used in the ABWR is based on the
piping systems in the building. The only flood presented for the Control Building
that was analyzed is due to floods from RSW piping in the RCW heat exchanger
rooms.

6 Flooding originating in multiple rooms is not analyzed. Multiple simultaneous
floods in piping from natural causes is a random process. The systems are
designed for the SSE, and the suction piping is designated in accordance with
pipe break exclusion criteria. The likelihood of multiple flood events
simultaneously is extremely small.

7 No credit is taken for design of the suction piping (which is in accordance with
break exclusion criteria).

8 Isolable floods are not quantified, the CDF is very much less than unisolable
floods due to signal reliability and multiple MOVs capable of isolating the flood.

9 A through wall crack is assumed with flow in excess of the room sump pump
capability(ies). This is the initiating event for the RSW pump house internal flood
scenarios.

10 Operator action to unlock and close the manually operated suction isolation valve
is not credited.

11 Common cause failure of multiple watertight doors is quantified as a single basic
event for each pump room flood scenario.

Data

Data for the screening analysis is taken from data presented in the SSAR Section 19R for the
internal flooding analysis of the Control Building Flood. This data is summarized below.
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Table 19R13, ABWR Flood Frequency (per reactor year
Flooding Location (Equivalent ABWR) ABWR

Control Building 1.OOE-02

Table 19R-4, Reliability Data for ABWR Probabilistic Flood Analysis
Failure Rate (per
demand except

Component/Element Failure Mode as noted)
Level Sensors Fail to Operate 1.OOE-03
Isolation Valve Fail to Close 4.OOE-03

Available Time < 12 min 5.OOE-01
Available Time < 30 min 1.0OE-01
Available Time < 1 h 5.0OE-02

Operator Fails to Act Available Time > 1 h 1.OOE-02
Fail to Stay Closed 1.OOE-03

Watertight doors. Common Cause 2.50E-05

Table 19R-5, Conditional Failure Probability of Safe Shutdown
Failure

Probability of
Safe Shutdown

Conditional Event (per demand)
All ECCS Divisions Available 1.05E-08
One ECCS Division Unavailable 8.70E-07
Two ECCS Divisions Unavailable 2.70E-06
Three ECCS Divisions and Power Conversion System Unavailable 1.OOE-01

Analysis

DCD Section 19.9.10(3)(a) identifies ANSI/ANS 58.2, "Design Basis for Protection of Light
Water Nuclear Power Plants Against the Effects of Postulated Pipe Rupture", as the basis
document for determining the maximum volume and flow rate of potential flood sources. For
"moderate energy" piping, such as the RSW piping in the pump house, Section 4.3.5 -specifies
through-wall cracks and leakage cracks be evaluated. For the purposes of this analysis, a
through-wall crack delivering water in excess of the sump pump capabilities is assumed as the
initiating event.

Isolable floods are not quantified in this screening analysis. The flood frequency times the
likelihood of isolation failure with no operator recovery is less likely than the flood scenarios
considered.

Three general flood scenarios are considered. All flood scenarios initiate with a through wall
crack in the RSW supply piping in the RSW pump house between the RSW pump house wall
and the first automatic isolation valve.
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Scenario One. If neither watertight door within a division fails, the flood will proceed to
encompass the electrical equipment room and flow out the HVAC vents in the roof of the RSW
pump house. Because the flood is unisolated, the UHS will eventually drain to approximately 50
ft MSL. Prior to reaching the final level, the plant technical specifications will require a plant
shutdown due to the loss of the UHS level. In general terms, the failure expression is:

(Flood initiates) X (Conditional Probability of Core Damage given one ECCS Division is
unavailable)

Scenario Two. If any one of the watertight doors that isolate the affected RSW division from the
unaffected divisions fails, then the flood will disable two RSW divisions, following the same
general progression described above. The general failure expressions are:

Division A or C
(Flood initiates) X (failure of pump level watertight door or electrical equipment room
watertight door) X (Conditional Probability of Core Damage given two ECCS Divisions
are unavailable)

Division B
(Flood initiates) X (failure of either pump level watertight door 6r either electrical
equipment room watertight door) X (Conditional Probability of Core Damage given two
ECCS Divisions are unavailable)

Scenario Three. If a second watertight door between the affected rooms and the unaffected room
fails, then a complete loss of RSW is assumed. This scenario includes the random failure of two
doors, and the common cause failure of multiple doors.

(Flood initiates) X [(failure of pump level watertight door or electrical equipment room
watertight door) X (failure of a second pump level watertight door or electrical
equipment room watertight door) or common cause failure of multiple doors] X
(Conditional Probability of Core Damage (CCDP) given all ECCS Divisions are
unavailable)

The following table presents the results of the three scenarios for the three pump room locations
and presents the core damage frequency (CDF) calculated for internal flooding in the RSW pump
house.
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IE Frequencylyr

RSWIECCS Division Affected

Three

One Two Three (CCF)

Flood Pump Room A 3.33E-03

\(WT Door A1 + WT Door A2) * Flood 6.67E-06

(WT Door Al + WT Door A2) * fT Door C1 + WT Door C2) * Flood 1.33E-08

CCF Single Term * Flood 8.33E-08

Flood Pump Room C 3.33E-03

(WT Door C1 + WT Door C2) * Flood 6.67E-06

(WT Door Cl + WT Door C2) * (WT Door Al + WNT Door A2) * Flood 1.33E-08

CCF Single Term * Flood 8.33E-08

Flood Pump Room B 3.33E-03

(WT Door Al + WT Door A2 + WT Door B1 + WT Door B2) * Flood 1.33E-05

(W'T Door Cl + WT Door C2) * (WT Door Al + WT Door A2) * Flood 1.33E-08

CCF Single Term * Flood 8.33E-08

IE Sumlyr 1.OOE-02 2.67E-05 4.OOE-08 2.50E-07

CCDP 8.70E-07 2.70E-06 0.1 0.1

CDF 3.78E-08 8.70E-09 7.20E-11 4.OOE-09 2.50E-08

The total core damage frequency calculated is less than the total core damage frequency
calculated for the DCD ABWR PRA, but slightly higher than the result for the Control Building
flooding scenarios, and is dominated by common cause failure of watertight doors. Several
conservative assumptions in the calculation, if adjusted, would act to reduce the core damage
frequency presented above.

* Credit for operator action to close the normally locked-open manual isolation
valve on the pump suction. With an available response time of 30 minutes, the
core damage frequency calculated above would be reduced to 3.8E-09, which is
approximately the same as the value calculated for the Control Building floods.

" Credit for enhanced capability piping design, e.g., in accordance with pipe break
exclusion criteria. The'data for flooding rates was taken directly from the ABWR
DCD and SSAR. A significant amount of work has been accomplished recently
to determine and validate piping failure rates for water systems in nuclear power
plants. EPRI Technical Report 1013141, Pipe Rupture Frequencies for Internal
Flooding PRAs, Revision 1, March 2006, indicates in Table ES-I that mean flood
failure rates per operating year-linear foot for flood (rates between 100 and 2000
gpm and > 24") are approximately 3.4E-08 to 8.2 E-08. With the enhanced
piping design for the RSW'suction, the failure rates should be even lower. An
explicit calculation using the actual piping configuration and the revised EPRI
failure data would also serve to reduce the likelihood of RSW flooding in the
pump house.
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No credit for additional monitoring of the watertight doors. The ABWR DCD did
not credit alarms if a watertight door is not dogged. Limit switches are provided
for the watertight doors in the RSW pump house and alarmed at the security alarm
station if not closed and in the alarmed in the Control Room if the doors are not
dogged.

With any of these additional considerations included in the analysis, the expected core damage
frequency from internal flooding in the RSW pump house would be less than 3.8E-08 per year
and would be bound by the calculations presented in the original SSAR and DCD.
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RAI 19.01-9

QUESTION

The reference numbers provided in Section 19R.7 ("External Flooding Evaluation") of the STP
FSAR, Revision 2, do not correspond to the references in Section 19R.8 ("References"). The
staff requests the applicant correct this inconsistency in the STP FSAR.

RESPONSE

These editorial errors in Appendix 19R, supplemental Subsection 19R.7, will be corrected in the
next routine revision of the COLA as described below:

References in Subsection 19R.7.2, Identify and Screen Initiating Events, in the third, fourth, and
ninth paragraph will be corrected as follows:

Based on analysis performed for STP 1 &2 (Reference 9R.7 1 9R-I), landslides are not
considered a threat to the STP site. Therefore, landslides are screened as potential
external flooding initiating events.

Analysis for STP 1 and 2 (Reference- 4R7 1)R-I) also concluded that tsunamis cannot
affect the site. Therefore, tsunamis are screened from consideration as initiating events.

The STP site is located on the Colorado River at river mile 16.4, upstream from the Gulf
of Mexico. The potential for dams upstream of the site to cause plant flooding was
evaluated as part of the original licensing for Units 1&2. The analyses for Units 1&2
(Reference ý l" 9Rlj) show that a maximum flood level of 32.0 ft MSL is expected
at the STP site from a single upstream dam break. Since this level is below the elevation
of Unit 3&4 plant buildings, single upstream dam breaks can be screened from further
consideration as external flooding initiating events.

References in Subsection 19R.7.4. 1, Main Cooling Reservoir Breach, second paragraph, wil be
corrected as follows:

A breach of the main cooling reservoir could occur suddenly or progress over many
minutes. A discussion of previous dam breaches notes that the failure time of most
breaches is 15 minutes to one hour from the time of inception to completion of the
breach. However, some breaches became fully developed in as little as 6 minutes while
others took more than 7 hours. It was also noted that half thebreaches identified occurred
in less than 1.5 hours. Therefore, it is concluded that, while there is a good deal of
uncertainty and variability associated with the breach time, 15 minutes to one hour would
likely be conservative. Breach width was also noted to be typically 2 to 5 times dam
height (Reference-l-9,.7Tein oh e agt'). The timing of the breach along with the width of the
breach affects the height of water that reaches plant buildings. Smaller breaches or
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breaches that take longer to develop would result in a lower level of water on plant
buildings. For smaller and slower-developing breaches, it can be expected that water
would not rise above grade elevation on plant buildings. For larger and faster-developing
breaches, water level on plant buildings would be higher. The analysis, originally
documented in the IPEEE of Units 1 &2 (Reference-R 1 R39), consideredthat
failures of the MCR are equally likely to occur anywhere along the perimeter and
excluded from consideration that portion of MCR failures that would direct water away
from plant buildings. MCR failures that would result in water flowing away from the site
would not be considered as external flooding initiating events, consistent with the
analysis presented in Reference 19R73 19R-3. This assumption is considered reasonable
since the land around the MRC generally slopes southward towards the Colorado River.
This analysis assumed that any breach of the main cooling reservoir that is included in
the initiating event definition is sufficiently large that water level will rise above the
entrances to plant buildings. This analysis also assumed that the main cooling reservoir
breach would cause a loss of offsite power either because of failure of the switchyard
equipment or the plant auxiliary transformers that are impacted by the floodwaters.
Furthermore, this analysis assumed that the loss of offsite power is not recoverable for
several days.
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RAI 19.01-10

QUESTION

Section 19R.7 ("External Flooding Evaluation") of the STP FSAR, Revision 2, qualitatively
describes the plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for external flooding due to
Main Cooling Reservoir (MCR) breach. 10 CFR 52.79(a)(46) states that a combined license
(COL) application must contain an FSAR that includes a description of the plant-specific PRA
and its results. In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.206, Section C.I. 19, Appendix A explains what
the results should include (e.g., core damage frequency, CDF, significant core damage
sequences, importance measures, and etc.). Therefore, the staff requests the applicant provide the
following information associated with the plant-specific risk for external flooding due to MCR
breach:

- Total CDF for this external flooding event:
- PRA significant accident sequences and their mean CDFs
- Initiating event frequency for MCR failures that could impact STP Units 3 and 4 and the
basis for this frequency
- Top event failure probabilities and their basis, and
- Failure probability for operator action to close control room watertight access door and
the basis for this failure probability.

Also, confirm the staffs interpretation that the watertight control room access door is normally
closed (except for intermittent ingress and egress), but the MCR external flooding PRA
conservatively assumes this door to be open prior to MCR breach.

RESPONSE

The main cooling reservoir breach evaluation results described in the COLA would not
significantly affect the Level 1 results presented in the DCD/SSAR if they were summed with
the internal events results. In order to remain consistent with the evaluations performed for other
traditional external events (fire and seismic), the external flooding analyses were treated as
screening evaluations and not considered for inclusion with the Level 1 results discussed in the
DCD. The important risk-insights are incorporated into COLA Chapter 19 where appropriate
(e.g., watertight doors, operator training, etc.). The status of the watertight door described in
Appendix 19R, e.g., always open or intermittently open, has not been firmly decided at this time.
As noted in this RAI question, the PRA assessment assumes the door is open.

The detailed screening evaluation is available at the site for review by the NRC staff.
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Using failure and core damage sequence information contained in Chapter 19R of the SSAR and
the reservoir breach initiating event frequency from the STP 1 and 2 PRA, the following
screening results were obtained:

Total CDF - 1.1 E-07 per year (/yr)

Significant Sequences
Breach and operator failure to close Control Building access door - 1.OE-07/yr
Breach and watertight doors fail - 9.OE-09/yr
Breach and failure to bring reactor to safe shutdown - 1.2E-I 1/yr

Initiating Event Frequency -1 .OE-06/yr

Basis for Initiating Event frequency

The STP 1 &2 Individual Plant Examination for External Events (IPEEE),
Reference 1, describes the development of the Main Cooling Reservoir (MCR)
Breach initiating event frequency. The generic dam breach initiating event
frequency, is which is consistent with SDP Phase 3 Risk Assessment of
Operational Events Volume 2, External Events, Reference 2, was modified in the
IPEEE for failure modes that are not applicable to the MCR design, such as
overtopping, slope protection erosion, and sliding. Additional adjustments in the
breach failure rate for the large breach width necessary to flood safety related
structures (3000 ft in the iPEEE), and the geometry (specific location) of the
breach in the MCR circumference are also developed in Reference 1. The IPEEE
MCR breach initiating event frequency has been modified in the current STP 1
and 2 PRA based on successful operation of the MCR for at least five years,

.which is also consistent with the information developed in Reference 2. The STP
1 and 2 PRA has been reviewed by the NRC staff using the guidance provided by
Regulatory Guide 1.200, Revision 1, in support of the Risk Managed Technical
Specifications in effect at STP Units 1 &2, reference 3.

The STP 3 and 4 initiating event frequency is based on the STP 1 & 2 PRA
initiating event frequency with a correction for the breach width reduction from
3000 ft in the IPEEE to approximately 1000 ft. for Units 3 and 4 This reduction is
consistent with the current design basis reservoir breach model described in the
Request for Additional Information Response 02.02.04-9, supplement 1, reference
4, which developed a bottom breach width of 380 ft and an average breach width
of 417 ft. One thousand feet was assumed in the sensitivity evaluation to
encompass the results for either an East breach which affects STP Unit 3 or a
West breach which affects STP Unit 4.

Top Event Failure Probabilities - data for watertight door failure and the conditional
failure to safely shutdown the plant given the reservoir breach were obtained from the
ABWR SSAR as required by 1OCFR52.79(d)(1).
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Failure probability for operator action to close control room watertight access door and
basis - data obtained from the ABWR SSAR as required by 1OCFR52.79(d)(1).

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.

REFERENCES

1. South Texas Project Electric Generating Station, Level 2 Probabilistic Safety
Assessment and Individual Plant Examination, August 1992.

2. SDP Phase 3 Risk Assessment of Operational Events Volume 2, External Events,
Revision 1.01, January, 2008

3. Amendments 179/166 to the STP Unit 1 and Unit 2 Operating Licenses, July 13,
2007.

4. Letter, S. Head to Document Control Desk, "Supplemental Responses to Requests for
Additional Information," dated 2/23/2009, U7-C-STP-NRC-090012, ML090710301
and ML 090710302.
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RAI 19.01-11

QUESTION

Section 19R.7 ("External Flooding Evaluation") of the STP FSAR, Revision 2, qualitatively
describes the plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for external flooding due to
multiple, concurrent upstream dam (MCUD) failures. 10 CFR 52.79(a)(46) states that a
combined license (COL) application must contain an FSAR that includes a description of the
plant-specific PRA and its results. In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.206, Section C.I. 19,
Appendix A explains what the results should include (e.g., core damage frequency, CDF,
significant core damage sequences, importance measures, and etc.). Therefore, the staff requests
the applicant provide the following information associated with the plant-specific risk for
external flooding due to MCUD failures:

- Total CDF for this external flooding event,
- PRA significant accident sequences and their mean CDFs,
- Initiating event frequency for MCUD failures and the basis for this frequency, and
- Top event failure probabilities and their basis.

Also, Section 19R.7.3 ("Quantification of External Flooding Initiating Event Frequency") of the
STP FSAR, Revision 2, states "The frequency of multiple, concurrent upstream dam breaks
considers the failure of three dams, the S. W. Freese, Buchanan, and Mansfield Dams....
Downstream of the S. W. Freese Dam is the Buchanan Dam. It is assumed that failure of the
Buchanan Dam is dependent on the failure of the S. W. Freese Dam. Table 19R-4 gives values
for common cause factors. Although not considered a common cause failure in the traditional
sense, the second and third dam failures are analyzed using the common cause factors from
Table 19R-4. Using the Beta factor from Table 19-4, failure of the Buchanan Dam, given failure
of the S. W. Freese Dam is calculated. Failure of the third dam, the Mansfield Dam, given failure
of the first two dams, is calculated using the Gamma factor given in Table 19R-4. The frequency
of multiple concurrent dam failures considered as external flooding initiating events is calculated
to be very low." The uncertainty associated with the MCUD initiating event frequency could be
large. It may be more appropriate to conservatively assume that the Beta or Gamma factors are
1.0. The staff requests the applicant provide the basis for the assumption of analyzing the second
and third dam failures using the common cause factors from Table 19R-4.

RESPONSE

This potential design basis external flood has been reanalyzed in response to NRC Request for
Additional Information 02.04.04-9 on Chapter 2.4S of the COLA, Reference 1. The new flood
height associated with the non-mechanistic, multiple-cascading upstream dam failure scenario
described in Chapter 2.4S is 32.5 ft MSL. With wave run-up, the maximum water level from the
multiple cascading dam failure is 34.4 ft MSL which is below the openings to safety-related
buildings at the STP 3 & 4 site. For this reason, this flood scenario is no longer considered as a
potential source of external flooding to be included in the site specific PRA described in
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Appendix 19R. Appendix 19R, Appendix 19Q, and Chapter 19.4 will be modified as described
below to better describe the multiple cascading dam flooding scenario.

Subsection 19R.7.2, Identify and Screen Initiating Events, second to last paragraph, will be
changed as shown below:

In addition the potential flooding effects from multiple, cascading failures of Colorado
River dams upstream of the STP site has the potential to affect safety-related structures.
That The analysis described in Chapter 2.4S.4.I shows-hat-a peak still water elevation
of 32.ftMSL 34.- ee"kitid a wave runup of 1.9 ft for a resulting flood elevatioll of
_34.4 ft M.Jto the [32fcteJevati As the ilding openings are 'aboe this water
le\ .... -1 T efee multiple, cenifent cascading dam failures are not considered as an
external flooding initiating event.

Subsection 19R.7.3, Quantification of External Flooding Initiating Event Frequency, second,
third, and fourth paragraphs will be deleted:

The frequen 97 ccFkmltiple, eenceureupstream dam brwil lid0rs theb ailudree Of fooee
The1, tilb S. W.iFreese, tht haiao, anid Mthnsfield Daent .sqn analysis foil! t te
fnt dam oniludere can eotcrl rfdomiln initiating eenthe seeofr and th tailul! itie lpelld eft

5 thereyius~dm f'fuil. e cneo exentitanalyzed begins ,vith failuxi&ce o 'tl
S. W. Fýreese Dairwhieh began operation- in 1990.

DownsreamofiheS/WIFreese Dam is the uichanian Dam. it is a~u~ htfiu~e
thPchnnDaml is dependent. on'th flifiilur- 4ie W. Ffeese Dam. Tabl~e 19Rk

givs v~us'fi~~dr~fioncase aetr~:A~h~ighii5t 'ois defed atcommoficaus'e fai ufe
i a-ile naa..~jjj( sei , the(l -and thir-d d-am failure, are analyze uin he eenivtf

aucfactorfroýw T able 19R 4. Using the&ta ieo fromqTal 19 4-1 faiue ofi'he
Buchlanani Damll glven1 failure oft!e W. Freese DamIi's 1euictlated.

f'ailure of thle third damiýtileJ'4a!tField Dam, gie filtir-e f the flr-!t tfwo damzl, IS
etcaulti Ed usinig the iama flcti-eko give in TEable~ 1 9k 4. :The 4eqncyiie, fmultiple

efure t dA~iiur-es ensidered asexternal flooding itain -t is aehtdo

Subsection 19R.7.4, Accident Sequence Analysis, will be modified as follows:

ST-P DEP T! 5.0 1

The subsections that follow summarize the accident sequence analysis for the two ole
events considered as external flooding initiating event4.
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Subhsectio 1 9R,7.4.2, Ni ltipI< IC'o I current T p -s t , Dam Failtres,, will be deleted ni kitsetir Iet y
ýas shown bdowý:

P-sbninthatihe waelih door proxvidg4 nohnalii
acceSS to) the mAin potfo om ýOe. hsasupin r] a 'eons rvltie alld

ho~i~gassessmiiýt 6fikrbetenlfodnecaiSe the Wateti4iht docr)FtO theý
niiaiii cOH40cl oo F oul I ~ 6sdx0efo intrmite t igrs'b and egr eS -0ý (efe !o,
FS A~ Sectin 2.IS1O)

Ftheaccientprogds~in ftmiitijeofq~fn ccr upstfeam dap a11ifir-si isfua tiii
o-ftl thM-iii4 coln4eýv~rbec xcp iig Since the last dam thlat odfil

th -ManfIed Dam, isnerý'30 iiL,04~ream, of the STPR siitjflod Waters-h-fllr tha
,damcth faiur woulfo many hottfs. in that time, clbsm-r of the

idrrnally' op. cbto rm acces, door w ould be a urjfed. in addi+tion,
;eopapen aceyatiEons stieh as sandbagging or-ntallation Of other te ipýrarN ilood

'baftiers can be installed arounid a~'cess dolors T--hese additional empensattoiyvactios
etrare not quantified as patiuof this analysis. This analysis also ai;!;ttes dcth the

lloodingi that retts from nmultip~le,econeuffent upstream dam faiilui-e Nwill catise a ls o
pffiýite povefeithef becaus e of failttreof theiswitclX irýid eqtipment or the plantauiil

ir~ls 111i--illt imeilpaetedby ~the flood waters. NiFfli{crliorc;. thi' ~ayi
thatt thle loýso~f kffsit' ~pw6v"er is not r-eeovefable for- even is a~vyssasu.

Exe alcce~s poilts it) tile coniti-o iindraohuli at-e pfuvided w~ithi nihiaflly
ýkse, atertighlt kaf-iers or- dors desge teilsadteiixmumn 10ldainls of anty
po~taiffaih'5oolfi~s~x Ore~ach, a more seer evInt than multipl,. eicncurent

upstreaml dmu~anilir Af t se doo~r- are alarmied at the''tra lr anns t
tinlike flittkptn Failure o wonte ()'leeI~--olallow water

to nt1tetil dinpganld flov tli'oUgh dfainh,, Aairv i> anlonl waterigh21t door-s to the
esentalip{a ~sXicga oMS~ e dd ic there are nio initernalWatri
barr'ier-s to prte I t erow dcx -ation M m h-OR atet thaterter- d the tippjeF
(--e" atiolsý iticne t!P'ebly assurned that faiilur-e ofen ofte;ae-igtdoso
r a ttor buliildg v ill r etult in eorz' d~ateg-

IThle normal a,.:ees to the main conro buldn is vi h eN-; bwin toi,ý-a

ývatertight door on the 29,50'-.m eleviation. in additiionithe're are other noýrmally closed4
watertight doors that pr x ide aieces§T t-0 4' contfol buildinig froyien s.ein'iee buiding -f--a
that are located iaihiýfAt of below p rqde. Siflee the ser,'iee bui 1 i tn i iis( nt designedt
,Whtfi;-l0ig it is con seBatively assiwmed that~the floodinLgthat resutsh-ý from
pultpe c~ ir-fent upsteaim damý- falrsM'oUId~ rePsul-t in IVt'A eine~telriIg hese4 c

ýuilding.1f aniy one of the do rý from th4ý~c ~ldiilg to tI c6Atm~b~kuildg his
~henwatr ciiil ~ncrt~e. ntrl bildig md cuse failufe o'f allthre divsnso
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* ther~e are njralwterti~jht b)ainiei-sto protect the roooms belo gad in th~e Contrl
building, it is eonpsi-Nati'el,' I'-',,,,--,-!that failure of one of thewatertight doors on th
control building Will reSUlt inCore dJama~ge.

The turbine building and scrn'ice buil~ding are !let ~eSgile'd to ihanfldng
Thee4ýre'itis onsfva 1Na~suainedhat an)y equlipment in the tu~i~i-ie butildring-or

servie& bui~ilding iý; fai1ed by tN flie ooding cauised by mltiple, coneurrent uipstfeani dalo
failures. PRA' r-e]lated eimeithoused in the turbinie buiilding incltte!; ~the eonden-at-e

a~ feedwa aiuidI tfie comblustion turbn eirtf(T)

W.hen ~notified of an upstfre~fn-dmfaiiv~ stp will be taken (Refer to -Section 19.9.3-"t
en~ti- that thet watelrtiLght ffcmai-entco trfrm ie doorvA wilbt closed prioi to flood

watrs~eacingthcSTPsit; ince many hotirs are ava able I )e'effectthis actin caid the
acion is simlple L11t btal,ý t1v abilitý,()Cf~ailing ~n~~ecueo to~

dpor- is ')1" 'n i" ',dere . .... suffiitly Sniallas to b~e neglected Cosing thorpefi at
4or fre~ntenng the control building;

Since the flooding is asstuihed to ei[ase at loss cfoffst poe1 eqipment, powered
fromi non essential electrical buses ywoulcl be lost. -The kgss of'olffsite Power- will result in
the ED( s staA iw-ng~d liadin~ to thieir rep6txe "essniltelecrekus fThe GfTG

consrvaivel ~scd~flle byth' flooýofaiue of all-three ED(Gs v~ottid resuLdtin a
stationi Wa!ot(S .Fr this aiialysis, a SBO is a;ssumed to-be !1onI fecoverable and

#e~sutifs in core darae

if on!e or mrore EDG Start! d1adt)+&'s "t~e!Tective buses, the-n the reacto~r ean 1be ,bfouttg
tosafe slutrdown ~using, etu~ipment I~ow~re4f'e_ -ron1the essential AC buses

41he accdn progressikd!Ikfrthk ~enet tiee islsimilar tothat of a lolss offte poffsf_
H'~keNri, IfOr multiple, concrenl-'lt upt~ret-am diama4ifueS iis, a-;~t t* ftiteP)

k ~not recov fed and flhat kiil~- to is~cnrlrd rsainbaku
ilesudt in core dlamage.

Subsection 19R.7.5, Summary of Accident Sequences, will be modified as follows:

STP~i~E~Ti 50 1

The subsection-, that follows summarizes the determination of the accident sequences
developed for the two-oqne events considered as external flooding initiating events.
Determination of CDF made use of the existing ABWR PRA logic models and used a
process similar to that used to quantify the internal flooding events.
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Subsection 19R.7.5.2, Multiple, Concurrent Upstream Dam Failures Accident, will be deleted in
it entirety as shown below:

419.7.5.2 MuificD-. Con,.rrent Uiitr.am Dom Failures A..ide It

Four accident sequences lead to core damage. Crdafg results if byohofthe: top
events fils. Dvelopffifit ofeech of the top events is diihcussed be~low;.

p'Hiitiýb'nt the-4fa4irt-oflthe4A das pstemefeh STP site oni the
Colcir ado River.Thisi cx cntis ds~ib abov.

TkinýI eto evet ersnsfiwr~ftew~h d~oos to pre-vi etflood watets from
ehtrig ethr th nt 1bu~igortq-ie reactor- building.B as of the long liie

a~dilabl&ef'6rIi otificationl and actionfoIl wn faiit dh Ia t dJam onit~9 C lor~ad
River, it is assume'd that the failuire pfobability (4f operptor action to Cloe tile normally-

open eteiight door to the mancontrol Fooi caiiheeglected

Any one~ of the nine v ateri~iht doofs that allciy;ac2ce!;s to the rceaer htotilding of con~o
building col admy al sn the valiiii4i Table 19R 4, the probabtility ofradom
door failures~ that allow; water- to enter either the eo9itflbutilding or the rcactofr buildigi
ealulatei.

C- Ftailurv To Insert Control Rods
This tob event revresents fiueti srthcffoledonthe loss of ofstL-oover
etRýd iby t e xmal flooing ev ext. The pfobabiii~ fty i event is-ketfr th41e
infteritn-al eveI- ;I!, modelsA

M!1 SR Vs Fail To Open (A6 rSrm
This topý event rereensfilurmohe sl rt elief v "esNiSR ) tp open ajfterýI a eaeter
triP.''hePr-obabi14ty~f4' ek titi~ -ken ~onthe~ inteirnail tNevnts P~RA models-.

This top eveR+ r-epresents faýilure to bring the i eactor- to a saf9 shuttdokk~t eefidition. This

Sinee 4ýftir-e of each of the top node- on the ED~A elvent tfeYe5t-il in core 4ffý-
ifidý;ile ael t tleio) 1(Lls sittý-J,ýndntofte th i-, hetoalG F ;:t-ai e ina

floodiii! , em~n ecati!etl ;, -utpe:oiietwent upstr6~a dam. failures is the t~ýdtc of he
initiatigvittqiny the stucc2!s~ pfobability okm anJprev'iotis nod a!Incth t! j

doe failufte pfobability. The total GbE for! &br-ae -f the main~5in e Fecrv~offi-
determniied to be very IE&w-
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Subsection 19R.7.5.3, Total External Flooding Event CDF, will be modified as shown below:

The total CDF from the external flooding events is obtined,•b• squ~tmming the CDF from
I iC1VO1'th& ev•iits above end is determined to be very low.

Subsection 19R.7.7, Operator Actions Related to External Flooding, will be modified as follows:

One operator action is important to external flooding risk. This action, timely closure of
the watertight door at the entrance to the main control room is similar to the event
included in section 19R.6.4. However, the cues to initiate the action for the external
flooding events-ar-e is different than for internal flooding.

Subsection 19R.7.8, External Flooding Reliability Goals (Input to RAP), will be modified as
follows:

The results of the external flooding analysis show that watertight doors are important to
reducing external flood-related risk. Watertight doors are included as input to the RAP
because of internal flooding events. The information from Section 19R.6.5 related to
watertight doors is also applicable to ýh6 external flooding events and is applied to all
external watertight doors on the reactor and control buildings.

In addition, changes to FSAR Appendix 19Q, second to the last paragraph, will be made as

indicated below:

19Q.6 Flooding and Fire Protection

External Flooding Risk

STP DEP T1 5.0-1

Appendix 19R presents the analysis performed for external flooding at STP Units 3 & 4
for power operation. The events considered include: The cascading failure -ailu of
upstream dams on the Colorado River; probable maximum precipitation (PMP) events;
main cooling reservoir breach; tsunamis, etc. The breach of the main cooling reservoir is
the design basis flood for STP Units 3 & 4. The rascaing failure of upstream dams on

the Colorado River scenario and the PMP scenario result in water level shght1 above
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grade, but less than the flood level due to the main cooling reservoir breach, and are
much more slowly developing floods. If external flood barriers are open or removed and
cannot be restored prior to high water levels reaching the site, then core damage is
assumed. An operating procedure for severe external flooding will be developed and
implemented prior to fuel loading. (COM 19.9-3).

And finally, changes to COLA Chapter 19.4 will be made as indicated below to supplemental
paragraph in Subsection 19.4.5, ABWR Probabilistic Flooding Analysis

The ABWR Probabilistic External Flooding Analysis screened all eeept4wo but one
external flooding events from consideration because flood waters would not rise to an
elevation above the entrances to plant buildings. The trfexternal flooding events with
the potential to result in core damage &e i,]s a breach of the main cooling reservoir-nd
h)muntiple, oneurrent failures ofiipstrean clams.

The Be4-external flooding events-aie-assmned is assumed to cause a non-recoverable
loss of offsite power as well as fail all equipment in the turbine building and the fire
protection pump house.

Failure of any watertight door to prevent water from entering the control building was
assumed to result in core damage because all three essential DC divisions and the main
control room are located below grade and there are no internal watertight barriers that
would prevent water that enters the control building from failing all three DC divisions or
the main control room. For a breach of the main cooling reservoir, timely operator action
is required to close the normally-open main control room access door.--iti1tp ,

fncur tpsr aiiinfa41ihftes, many' houirs are&vakii lable ffm failu~ h atca
untifl~o wa))j ýýters; reaceh thp-, operat. aei to elose I I -e o fro

FE)O Llee! r (Iorl the multiple, upstfeam4'k- Gaihffes; is ennsideietr;;Fed.*

REFERENCES:

1. Letter, S. Head to Document Control Desk, "Supplemental Responses to Requests for
Additional Information," dated 2/23/2009, U7-C-STP-NRC-090012, ML090710301 and
ML 090710302.
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RAI RAI 19.01-12

QUESTION

The third paragraph of Section 19K. 11.1 of the ABWR DCD ("Component Inspections and
Maintenance") states "Multiplexers which provide multiple signals to several systems are
identified by the Level 1 analysis as high importance components. Safety system multiplexers
have a built-in self test that checks circuits frequently. In addition, one of four multiplexers can
be bypassed and tested during plant operation without loss of system function. ... " Section
19K. 11.1 of the STP FSAR, Revision 2, does not appear to address this statement for departure
STD DEP TI 3.4-1 ("Safety-Related I&C Architecture"). The staff requests that the applicant
address the above comment and revise Section 19K. 11.1 of the STP FSAR as necessary.

RESPONSE

STD DEP TI 3.4-1 changes the ESF Logic and Control System (ELCS) and Neutron Monitoring
System (NMS)/Reactor Trip and Isolation System (RTIS) equipment from multiplexer-based
system to the use of Remote Digital Logic Controllers (RDLCs). The function of the ELCS and
NMS/RTIS are unchanged. The incorporation of STD DEP TI 3.4-1 included changes to two
other paragraphs in COLA Section 19K. 11.1, but inadvertently did not address the change in
hardware for the third paragraph of the DCD as noted in the RAI. The suggested changes to the
third paragraph of this section of the DCD, will be made as provided below. Changes for the
COLA are highlighted in gray shading. (The prior paragraph of the COLA is shown for reference
in locating the new COLA paragraph).

The system of greatest FV importance with respect to outage time is the RCIC System,
which has been assigned a small unavailability for test and maintenance. The amount of
time the RCIC System is unavailable because of test and maintenance should be
monitored to assure that it remains within the specified assumption annually. Sensitivity
studies of increased SSC unavailabilities showed that an increase in RCIC unavailability
would cause the greatest increase in estimated core damage frequency of any SSC. The
RCIC System was also found to be the most sensitive system to increased outage time
assumptions. The highest contributor to uncertainties in the CDF as well as the CDF
estimate was RCIC test and maintenance.

~STD DEP Ti 3.4-1

The Remote ~Digw 1itakogic Contrller (DL ,C) performs the Remowenpuit/output
Funcction (RIF) Compnonents that p'rovid~e this fucto

...lti." sivg.a.. !() .s. 4d A wtms y are identifiedby"the •e•e•" v I s asý high
importance compon~ents. Safety sys~tem RDLCs nm46e~e hae. self-diaggnostics a
ýuli elf~'thA1thatdetect ailures during on-line opera~tion ehe~cks It ~fczcitýj
1ddition, one divis~iionffrw RDLCs-muldplexrs can beebypaed and itese during
plant operation 'wthout loss: ofsystemfunctoon: Szch tstsproovide o vra

w mplc, nil s eeIDtio, U f the RDLC op nrability!nmdik/efc5 .•aigyn I --more 1'a ineludi idc.
L~~~ Duigplan outage more detaildLýuip*e testsare possible,
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,including a complete system test and identfication al T sts ill
include verification thatthe remote RDL's in Intion properly, RDLC
RIFM tdjS thatests are ugg steit, piar te RAP arg nin Table ]9,K-4.


